
It's competition time at Astore Keymak!

How would you like to go down in history as the person

who named the Astore Newsletter? 

Well, here's your chance.  We want to invite everyone to

help launch a new newsletter by giving it a new name.

Please send your suggestions to

ginav@astorekeymak.co.za closing date 31 May 2021.

There will be a sur-PRIZE for the winning name.
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Opening Messages

Pranesh Maniraj – Managing Director Astore Keymak

Dear Colleagues,

The COVID-19 situation has evolved further and we are dealing with a significant local and global challenge.

In addition to the immediate and grave health concerns, we are seeing a much wider impact on all our lives

as well as the local and global economy.

Understandably, there is a great sense of unease everywhere.

It is in this context that I would like to address you with this message:

First and foremost, we would like to thank you for what you have done already to weather this crisis and to

get our company prepared to cope with this situation. Your commitment has made all the difference. We

would also like to reassure you that as a company we are resilient. Over the course of the last 35 years, we

have seen – and mastered – many challenging moments and are convinced that we will overcome this one

too.

In moments like these our purpose and values matter a lot to the people and communities we serve. It is in

times of crisis that heroes are born. We earnestly and humbly request all of you to continue contributing to

this. This is the moment for extra effort, for going the extra mile. 
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I fully recognize we are asking a lot because all of us are also busy managing challenging personal and family

situations at this moment. Your commitment and discipline are critical currently to maintain business

continuity and it remains our priority to support this process in this important endeavor. 

To overcome this unique challenge, we request all of you to stay focused on the purpose and pillars we have

outlined earlier this year to navigate our business into the future i.e.

OUR PURPOSE:

To be the leading supplier and distributor of choice, of thermoplastic pipeline products in Southern and Sub-

Saharan Africa, encompassing our value-add in our core market segments by Providing a cost-effective
innovative thermoplastic solution in the safe handling, conveyance, and storage of fluids and gasses and Being
a trusted advisor and influencer to transform traditional applications towards more sustainable, greener
products in the industries and communities we serve.

OUR PILLARS:

CUSTOMER FOCUS, VALUE PROPOSITION, OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE, and PEOPLE FOCUS.

This is the moment to demonstrate grace under pressure. Many people and companies have been much

harder hit than Astore Keymak and will have to cope with graver challenges. Please help them to get through

this – it is part of our values and people will remember. This will be a time when we can be a true force for

good and will also make us a stronger and even more united team.

Let’s work together – across all parts of the business - to keep going and make this one of our finest hours as

it is literally in our hands.

Please, do look after yourselves and your families and stay safe. Thank you.

Pranesh Maniraj (MD – Astore Keymak)
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The resilience and motivation of all the staff during the lockdown and slow recovery period thereafter, as

well as the solidarity demonstrated by employees to support colleagues and friends to get through

extremely trying times.

The determination of the team to get on with business and to leverage every possible opportunity this

crisis period presented (as the saying goes…..never let a good crisis go to waste – has definitely been the

mindset of the Astore Keymak team)

The willingness, drive and desire of the management and staff to deliver a brighter and better future

together.

Ernie Smith – Cluster Portfolio Executive Message

Astore Keymak has now been part of my portfolio for almost 1 year and looking back at our journey together

over the past few months, a few things stand out for me…..

To the latter point, I had the pleasure of joining the Astore Keymak management team for a 2 day strategy

planning session, where they critically reflected on the state of the business, what is working well and how to

build on this good foundation, what areas of the business that requires specific focus to unlock the full

potential of the business and set it up for sustainable future growth and was extremely excited with the high

level of engagement, commitment and passion from all to refresh and clarify the roadmap for the next 3 years. 

There is also good value to be extracted through collaboration with other companies in the portfolio – like

Bearings International, Bosworth, Belting Supplies and Brewtech by leveraging on each other’s customer

base and relationships to fast track expanding Astore Keymak’s customer base that is critically needed.

We are embarking on an extremely exciting new journey and have great confidence in the management team

to execute the strategy with diligence, passion and precision and wish you all the best to deliver on the

commitment for 2021.
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Shinead Royan new Financial Manager

Having joined Astore Keymak 7

months ago, I can proudly say that I

am pleased to be part of the team. I

am focussed on improving

efficiencies and standardization in

financial reporting and processes

which will help support the

business in the planning and

execution of its action plans. 

I hold a Bcompt in Financial

Accounting and am currently

studying towards a CIMA

qualification. 

I look forward to working with you

all and building good relationships

to ensure the success of Astore

Keymak. Here’s to a great 2021!

Gerrit Van Heerden new Pretoria Branch Manager

We would like to welcome Gerrit Van

Heerden, who started at the Astore Keymak

Pretoria as branch manager on the 4th of

January 2021. Gerrits journey thus far has

been fantastic, in his own words "It’s been

massive, I can just say I love it.

The responsibility, the Pretoria branch, our

team, everything about this gives

me goosebumps". Gerrit has a passion for

sales, he loves coming up with

concepts and different sales approaches. He

believes that overcoming obstacles,

solving problems, and closing deals have

shaped the way he does business today.

His approach is to focus on specific

principals, accurate communication, and

perseverance.  Gerrit is dedicated to

makingAstore Keymak the number one

selling brand in South Africa as well as 

explore new avenues, reach more clients, and grow the market share. Gerrit

has worked in sales all his life and has been the General Manager for a pipe,

valves, and fittings company. He believes that if he leads by example, he can

make a difference.

Gerrit would like to leave you with the following words to think about "Before

enlightenment, chop wood and carry water, after enlightenment, chop wood

and carry water."
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Willem Beetge New Cape Town Branch Manager

Good day

It is an honor to be part of the Astore

Keymak team, I am excited about the new

opportunity and look forward to

establishing long-term relationships with

colleagues and clients.

I believe in doing business with integrity

and honesty. I hope to make a good

contribution to the Astore Keymak vision

“Driven by quality, Delivered by

experience”. We truly have an experienced

team in their different fields and can add

value to our business and that of our

customers. Personally, I am happily married

with two kids, we love mountain biking and

spending family time together outdoors. 

I strongly believe that communication is a key pillar in any business and I would

like to extend an invitation to Customers and colleges to talk to us on a daily

basis.

 

Ralph Mosikidi New Operations Manager Keymak

Background

Qualified in PVC Material Formulation

and processing, as well as in QMS

(ISO9000)

I have recently joined Astore Keymak

at the Keymak factory as the

Operations Manager, having been in

the Plastics Industry for 32 years, in

roles that include PVC Technical

Manager, QA Manager, and lastly as

Group Procurement Manager. My

training has made me that person

who found it not easy to function in

the grey area.  Things are either white

or black. However, I believe in

teamwork, as one cannot succeed on

his own.

 Experience at Keymak thus far:

Having joined Keymak in the Ops Manager role, I am enjoying the journey of

transforming the factory into a good place to work in. I am also working on

changing the shopfloor personnel mindset on how the workplace functions

and introducing systems to cultivate alignment with management thinking

and objectives of a big company.

Keymak has potential but needs to develop its people to align with the future

aspirations of the business.

What I enjoy:

Reading and watching sports on TV. My passion has been to take willing

people on my team on their career development journey and rejoice in their

success.

Welcome
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Further Appointments & Reorganisation

ALLAN  ARMSTRONG

External Sales PTA Branch

FRANCOIS LE GRANGE

Internal Sales PTA Branch

 KYLE MOIR 

External Sales JHB Branch

SCOTT COOKE 

External Sales JHB Branch

ITUMELENG  MOKGABA

External Sales JHB Branch

GINA VAN LOGGERENBERG

Office Admin & SHEQ

NICO VAN RENSBURG

Warehouse Manager

WERNER KEYSER

Supply Chain Manager

MELISSA POTGIETER

Buyer

MARGOT YOUNG

Financial Clerk

WAYNE MASTERS

JHB Branch Manager
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Every year since 2009 a group of golfers get together

for a golf day to commemorate and celebrate the life of

a dear friend, colleague, son, father and brother Glen

Tait who passed in August 2009. The first event in

2010 was a truly remarkable day and at the end of it,

after fines meetings and auctions the committee found

that we had around R 4000.00 in a float box, and we

weren’t sure what we should do with it. 

Because of Glen Tait’s close association with Cheshire

Home in Summerstrand, it was decided to pass the

money on to them as they struggle to make ends meet

year in and year out due to the decrease in

government funding. 
As the years have passed – so the donations have

increased with an average now sitting at around R 15

000.00 - R 25 000.00 after each golf day. 

The members of the society now also have regular

braais’ for the residents at Cheshire in Summerstrand,

participate at the Annual Cheshire Summerstrand Fete

and assist wherever and whenever else they can.

Astore Keymak Port Elizabeth were asked by San Air if

we could donate something for the above mentioned.

We decided to donate some old irrigation pop up

sprinklers that could be used as a prize, auction it off or

to generate funds or put it to good use.

Elias Msole long service

award of 15 years.
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Vukile Maseti 

long service award of 5 

years.

Chengiah Naidoo long

service award of 10 years.

Agnes Rantho long service

award of 15 years.

 The handover of irrigation

equipment to Darryl Thomson

from San Air.

Awards

Astore Keymak News
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CHECK VALVE
The UNIDELTA polypropylene check valves are specifically designed to be

joined to polyethene pipesand/or threaded connections. They are

compatiable with LDPE, HDPE, PE40, PE80, PE100 pipes made according to

EN 1220, ISO 4427, DIN 8074, UNI 7990.

STOP COCK VALVE
The Unidelta polypropylene stop cock valves are specifically designed to be

joined to polyethylene pipes and/or threaded connections. They are

compatible with LDPE, HDPE, PE40, PE80, PE100 pipes made according to

EN 12201, ISO 4427, DIN 8074, UNI 7990.
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Fish Farm/Hatchery Dragline delivery

The relocation of PE & PTA Branches to

new premises

Our Products In Action

New Developments

Installation of Generators at Astore JHB

& Keymak 



Birthday Celebrations

COLLIN KISTA  1 JAN

SHINEAD ROYAN 7 JAN

MARCIA HILL 11 JAN

KARIEN MUNRO 13 JAN

MANDLA THEMBA 20 JAN

NICHOLAS SHIKWAMBANA 

25 JAN

NOMBUYISELO KWETA

28 JAN

GODFREY GODUKA 28 JAN

ISABEL NEL 1 FEB

PRANESH MANIRAJ 2 FEB

WILLEM BEETGE 7 FEB

RONNIE NKUTHA 9 FEB

ALDRIN VELAN 12 FEB

MANUEL MTSHWENI 12 FEB

MTHOKOZELWA KHAMBULE 

16 FEB

VUKILE MASETI 23 FEB

JACOB MOLIA 26 FEB

DONJUAN HELLSTROM 28 FEB

AYANDA MAYEKISO 1 MAR

REGINAH MDHLULI 2 MAR

GEORGINA VAN LOGGERENBERG 

6 MAR

JACOBUS VERMAAK 13 MAR

RONNY MNCUBE 14 MAR
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JAN

2021
FEB

2021

MAR

2021

Apr

2021

HENRY BALING 19 APR

PAULINE MABUZA 20 APR

ALLAN ARMSTRONG 22 APR

ANTHONY VISAGIE 24 APR 

JOAO MUTSAPE 24 APR

MONKA MSOLE 25 APR

JAN ROESTORFF 27 APR

MAY

2021

MARGOT YOUNG 3 MAY

RODRICK APPALSAMY 7 MAY

SENZO MHLABANE 8 MAY

LYNNE WENTZEL 10 MAY

NOLUNGILE NGCOBO 10 MAY

NTSEBENZO MSETU 13 MAY

KATHLEEN DE BEER 18 MAY

MAJAWONKE KHUMALO 19 MAY

MARCHELL VON BUCHENRODER 20 MAY

MARIA NEETHLING 26 MAY

ROY GOBLE 26 MAY

DUMISANI MNGUNI 26 MAY

ASHAN OOGARCHAN 27 MAY

ASHEILY MAKEKA 28 MAY


